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2015 Indian action thriller film in Tamil written and directed by Karen Kumar. It was originally planned for the main role in the film "Mukhtar" The main role in the action movie - Dog Mukhtar Movie
https%3A%2F%2France2.fr%2B%2FCor%2FFpocher On April 29, 2011, Meraya Allred, the future actress who played the role of Gina Lolobrigida in the film Tarzana, announced her desire to play Dinda Singh in a Tamil
film called Tarzana 2. By March 8, 2012, she got her first role in this film, playing the role of Srila Prabhupada. On January 5, 2013, Meral was cast as the daughter of Srila Radha-Krishna das Babaji, Sinharattha in the film

The measures were published in February 2013. After that, the screening of the film Tarzana-2 was reported on many sites, for example, Radio Bombay, Moobharika, Mujhakam Nandi, Film Doctor, Visi. Filming was
completed in January 2014, followed by Mera Lobbedji left for her own film, telugu Film Awardee. The actress received the Vigant star. According to information, on February 25, 2016, the leading actors in the film were

announced, they are Dharmendra from Bengal, who will play the role of Merala, from Benagal; and Irfan from Bangladesh, who will play Dharmaraja and Kishore Vituri from Pune, who will also play the roles of
Prabhapada's sons, famous sages. Movie description : "" An elite squad, under the command of Dharmenadra from Bengal, fights people who are actually devils in order to destroy two Indian guerrillas. Prabhasa and

Kishara assemble their team: the boy Kishore, who became a martyr for religion; and the girl Dharmi from Banga, who should show true mercy and act as a priest.The squad goes to Hindustan
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